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Design Philosophy:

“Design is not a preconceived idea or concept. Design is a collaboration to devise a plan intended for the space to be functional, show technical knowledge, implements form and code while being aesthetically pleasing to the eye. By executing these key areas, each project created will be practical and pleasing to anyone that interacts with the space.”

– Jasmine Martin

Brief statement about myself:

My name is Jasmine Martin. I am an interior design graduate from Stephen F. Austin State University. I am a highly ambitious perspective leader seeking a challenging job in the field of design. My goal is to secure a responsible position in interior design that will provide me with highly organized, critical projects, while delivering the highest quality work. I plan to secure a job as an interior designer in a stable environment, rather it be residential or commercial design, which will lead to a long lasting, successful career that will provide me with an opportunity for advancement.